Abstract. For a maximal coaction δ of a discrete group G on a C * -algebra A and a normal subgroup N of G, there are at least three natural
1. Introduction C. K. Ng has recently observed [11] that an abstract Morita equivalence between a restricted coaction crossed product A× δ| G/N and the iterated dual action crossed product A× δ G×δ N can be pieced together from Green's imprimitivity theorem [5, Theorem 6] and Katayama duality [8, Theorem 8] , thus giving a relatively non-technical, nonconstructive proof of Mansfield's imprimitivity theorem [10, Theorem 27] . However, in applicationsespecially those concerning induced representations -it is often necessary to work with an explicit bimodule. Because Morita equivalence relations are composed with one another by tensoring the corresponding imprimitivity bimodules together, Ng's transitivity argument does implicitly provide a bimodule. Thus the natural question arises as to whether Ng's bimodule is in fact isomorphic to Mansfield's.
In more detail: Ng considers a nondegenerate reduced coaction δ of a locally compact group G on a C * -algebra A, and a closed normal amenable subgroup N of G. An application of Green's theorem to the dual action (A × δ G, G,δ) gives an A × δ G ×δ G ×δ as imprimitivity bimodules. In other words, modulo crossed-product duality, are Green and Mansfield induction inverses of one another?
This and related questions concerning actions, twisted actions, and twisted coactions are addressed in the present paper in the context of discrete groups and full coactions. Our approach is to exploit the natural equivariance of the Mansfield and Green bimodules. For instance, in Section 3, we consider a maximal discrete coaction (A, G, δ) and Mansfield's A × δ G ×δ G − A imprimitivity bimodule Y G G/G (A), which carries aδ -δ compatible bimodule coaction δ Y . If in addition N is a normal subgroup of G, Theorem 3.1 states that
as A × δ G ×δ G ×δ to Rep A × δ| G/N . In this sense we can usefully view Mansfield and Green induction as inverse to one another. In Section 4, we obtain results dual to those of Section 3, starting with an action instead of a coaction. In Section 5 we show that the results of Section 3 pass to twisted coactions, and in Section 6 we round out this square of ideas with a set of results for twisted actions. In Section 7 we return to the comparison between Ng's bimodule and Mansfield's. This is done by first establishing (1.1) for full coactions and discrete groups, and then dropping it down to reduced coactions. In general, we feel that this approach -establishing results first for full coactions, and later passing to quotients if results for reduced coactions are desired -is more efficient and cleaner conceptually than working with reduced coactions directly. On the other hand, we work with discrete groups simply to avoid many of the technicalities associated with coactions of general locally compact groups; also, this is the only context in which we have induced algebras for coactions, which appear in Section 6. There is no reason to believe that the other results in this paper will not hold in the general case. In fact, Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 will appear in [1] for locally compact groups, but only as a product of the extensive machinery developed therein. The proofs here are considerably more direct, and more instructive.
Preliminaries
In this preliminary section we collect the formulas relevant to crossed products and imprimitivity theorems involving actions and coactions of discrete groups. Because the groups are discrete, the theory acquires quite an algebraic flavor, and to take full advantage of this we translate the standard machinery involving locally compact groups to our context.
Coactions. Let δ :
A → A ⊗ C * (G) be a coaction of a discrete group G on a C * -algebra A. Because G is discrete, the spectral subspaces {A s : s ∈ G} of δ densely span A, and the union A := s∈G A s 1 forms a Fell bundle over G. As shown in [2] , the coaction on A sits "between" a "maximal" coaction on the full cross-sectional algebra C * (A) and a "minimal" coaction on the reduced cross-sectional algebra C * r (A). Although the crossed product A× δ G and the covariant representations of the coaction cannot distinguish among the various possibilities between the extremes C * (A) and C * r (A), some other constructions can. In particular, the imprimitivity theorems we need require the full cross-sectional algebra. Therefore, we assume throughout that A = C * (A), and we call the coaction δ maximal in this case.
The crossed product A × δ G is densely spanned by the Cartesian product A × G, where A s × {t} has the obvious vector space structure for all s, t ∈ G, and the multiplication and involution are given on the generators by (a r , s)(b t , u) = (a r b t , u) if s = tu (and 0 if not) (a s , t) * = (a * s , st). Since the coaction δ is maximal, A × δ G is the enveloping C * -algebra of the linear span of the generators; that is, any operation-preserving mapping of the generators into a C * -algebra C extends uniquely to a homomorphism A × δ G → C. If (B, G, ǫ) is another coaction and φ : A → B is an equivariant homomorphism (equivalently, φ(A s ) ⊆ B s for each s ∈ G), then we can "integrate up" to get a homomorphism φ × G :
The dual actionδ of G on A × δ G is given on the generators bŷ δ t (a r , s) = (a r , st −1 ).
If N is a normal subgroup of G, the coaction δ restricts to a maximal coaction δ| of G/N on A, and the crossed product A × δ| G/N is densely spanned by A × G/N , with operations
There is a decomposition coaction δ dec of G on the restricted crossed product A × δ| G/N , given on the generators by
A coaction (A, G, δ) is twisted over G/N (see [12] ) if there is an orthogonal family {p tN : tN ∈ G/N } of projections in M (A e ) which sum strictly to 1 in M (A e ), and such that a s p tN = p stN a s for all s, t ∈ G.
The twisted crossed product A × δ,G/N G is the quotient of A × δ G by the ideal generated by differences of the form (a s , t) − (a s p tN , t).
We denote the quotient map by q : A × δ G → A × δ,G/N G, and we write [a s , t] := q(a s , t).
The ideal ker q is invariant under the restrictionδ| N , and we denote the corresponding action of N on A × δ,G/N G byδ. We also define the "restriction" q| by the commutative diagram
and we write Actions. Let α : G → Aut B be an action of the discrete group G on a C * -algebra B.
The crossed product B × α G is densely spanned by the Cartesian product B × G, where B × {s} has the obvious vector space structure for all s ∈ G, and the multiplication and involution are given on the generators by (a, r)(b, s) = (aα r (b), rs) and (a, r) * = (α r −1 (a * ), r −1 ).
Again, B × α G is the enveloping C * -algebra of the span of the generators, and if (C, G, β) is another action and φ : B → C is an equivariant homomorphism, then we can integrate up to get a homomorphism φ × G :
The dual coactionα of G on B × α G is given on the generators bŷ α(a, r) = (a, r) ⊗ r.
The decomposition action α dec of G on the restricted crossed product B × α| N is given on the generators by α dec r (a, n) = (α r (a), rnr −1 ).
An action (B, G, α) is twisted over N (see [5] ) if there is a unitary homomorphism n → u n : N → M (B) such that α s (u n ) = u sns −1 and α n (b) = u n bu * n . The twisted crossed product B × α,N G is the quotient of B × α G by the ideal generated by differences of the form (bu n , s) − (b, ns).
We denote the quotient map by q : B × α G → B × α,N G, and we write
We denote the dual coaction of G/N on B × α,N G byα. We also define the "restriction" q| by the commutative diagram It is shown in [5] that
Let β be an action of the normal subgroup N on B. We identify the induced algebra Ind B as the c 0 -section algebra of a C * -bundle G × N B over G/N . Specifically, N acts diagonally on the trivial C * -bundle G×B → G by n(s, b) := (sn −1 , nb), and the associated orbit space G × N B has a natural C * -bundle structure over G/N : we denote the orbit of a pair ( Commutative diagrams of bimodules. Most of this paper concerns imprimitivity bimodules, but a few times (in the Sections 5 and 6) we will need the following more general concept: a right-Hilbert A − B bimodule is a Hilbert B-module X equipped with a left A-module action by adjointable maps (which are automatically bounded and Blinear). We will assume throughout that the right inner product is full and the left action is nondegenerate. We have found it convenient to signify right-Hilbert bimodule isomorphisms using diagrams: given right-Hilbert bimodules A X B , B Y C , and A Z C , when we say the diagram 
for all a ∈ A, b ∈ B, and x, y ∈ X. If φ and ψ are isomorphisms then so is Φ, and if X and Y are imprimitivity bimodules then Φ is an imprimitivity bimodule map.
An easy modification of [16, Lemma 2.5] shows that the B-linearity condition (ii) is redundant; in fact, if X 0 and A 0 are dense subspaces of X and A, respectively, and if Φ : X 0 → Y is a linear map satisfying (i) and (iii) above for all x, y ∈ X 0 and a ∈ A 0 , then Φ uniquely extends to a right-Hilbert bimodule homomorphism of A X B into C Y D . Indeed, if S ⊆ X linearly spans X 0 , T ⊆ A linearly spans A 0 , Φ satisfies (i) and (iii) on S and T and extends linearly to X 0 , then the same conclusion holds. We will repeatedly use this fact without comment.
Given a right-Hilbert bimodule homomorphism A X B → C Y D with surjective coefficient maps φ : A → C and ψ : B → D, by [7, Lemma 5.3 
Bimodule crossed products. Let Z be an A − B imprimitivity bimodule, and let η : Z → Z ⊗C * (G) be a bimodule coaction which is compatible with coactions δ on A and ǫ on B (see [4] ). Then the spectral subspaces {Z s : s ∈ G} densely span Z, and the bimodule crossed product Z × η G is densely spanned by the pairs {(x s , t) : s, t ∈ G, x s ∈ Z s }, and is an A × δ G − B × ǫ G imprimitivity bimodule with operations given on the generators by (a r , s) · (x t , u) = (a r · x t , u) if s = tu (and 0 if not)
The dual actionη of G on Z × η G is given on the generators bŷ
Similarly, if γ is an action of G on Z which is compatible with actions α on A and β on B, then the crossed product Z × γ G is densely spanned by the Cartesian product Z × G, and is an A× α G− B × β G imprimitivity bimodule with operations given on the generators by
The dual coactionγ of G on Z × γ G is given on the generators bŷ
Imprimitivity theorems. Let (A, G, δ) be a maximal discrete coaction, and let N be a normal subgroup of G. By the version of Mansfield's imprimitivity theorem due to Echterhoff and the second author [3, Theorem 3.1], there exists an 
Green's bimodule is densely spanned by the Cartesian product B × G, with operations given on the generators by Moreover, the diagram
Dually 
The Mansfield-Green Triangle
In this section we show a curious duality between the Mansfield and Green imprimitivity theorems. Theorem 3.1 will show that, roughly speaking, and modulo crossed product duality, Mansfield and Green induction are inverse processes.
Let (A, G, δ) be a maximal discrete coaction, and let N be a normal subgroup of G. Not only do we have Mansfield'
Theorem 3.1. Let (A, G, δ) be a maximal coaction and let N be a normal subgroup of G.
Then the diagram
Proof. There is an imprimitivity bimodule isomorphism The next two results will not be needed until Section 5; we include them here because they don't involve twists, and are of general interest. Proposition 3.3. Let (A, G, δ) be a coaction, and let N be a normal subgroup of G. Then
Proof. Straightforward calculations verify that the mapping (a r , s, t, uN ) → (a r , stuN, s, t) on the generators preserves the operations, hence extends to a C * -isomorphism. 
commutes, where the isomorphism is that of Proposition 3.3.
Proof. There is an imprimitivity bimodule isomorphism 
The Dual Triangle
The results of this section are dual to those of the previous section, in the sense that actions correspond to coactions, Green bimodules correspond to Mansfield bimodules, and subgroups correspond to quotient groups. The only additional apparatus we need is to observe that if (B, G, α) is a discrete action then there is anα − α compatible action α X of G on X G e (B) given on the generators by α X r (a, s) = (a, sr −1 ).
Theorem 4.1. Let (B, G, α) be an action an let N be a normal subgroup of G. Then the diagram
B × α| N.
commutes.
Proof. There is an imprimitivity bimodule isomorphism
since straightforward calculations verify that the above mapping on generators preserves the left action and the right inner product. In analogy with the previous section, the next two results will not be needed until Section 6; they are presented here for convenience and general interest. 
Proof. Straightforward calculations verify that the mapping (a, r, s, n) → (a, rsns
on the generators preserves the operations, hence extends to a C * -isomorphism.
Proposition 4.4. Let (B, G, α) be an action and let N be a normal subgroup of G. Then the diagram
/ / B × α| N.
defined on the generators by Θ(a, r, n) = (a, rnr −1 , r), since straightforward calculations verify that the above mapping on generators preserves the left action and the right inner product.
The twisted Mansfield-Green square
Let (A, G, δ) be a maximal discrete coaction, and let N be a normal subgroup of G. Combining Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.4, we get a commutative rectangle
Now suppose the coaction δ is twisted over G/N . Then the top arrow of the diagram (5.1) has
as a quotient. The imprimitivity bimodules in (5.1) above determine corresponding ideals of the bottom corners, and we can form a quotient commutative rectangle with upper right corner A. What happens to the rest of the diagram? We will answer this question in the present section. However, we first modify the lower left corner of the diagram (5.1); the actionδ of N on A× G/N G does not extend to G, so the Green bimodule X G N on the left edge of (5.1) will not pass to a Green bimodule in the quotient. Rather, it will be more appropriate to use the bimodule arising from the imprimitivity theorem for induced actions. The actionδ of N on A× G/N G induces to an action Indδ of G on the induced algebra Ind(A× G/N G), and we have an Ind(
extends to an isomorphism A × δ G ∼ = Ind(A × δ,G/N G) which is equivariant for the actionŝ δ and Indδ of G. Turning this around and integrating up, we get an isomorphism
Theorem 5.1. If (A, G, δ) is a maximal discrete coaction which is twisted over G/N , the diagram
commutes.
Proof. The desired diagram is the inner rectangle of the diagram
(Here and in Diagram (5.3) the action and coaction symbols have been omitted for clarity.) We will show how to fill in the bottom arrow so that each of the outer rectangle and the top, bottom, left, and right quadrilaterals commute. Since Ind q × G is surjective, the result will then follow from standard bimodule techniques.
Consider the diagram
Since the actionδ| of N extends to G, it follows from standard facts concerning induced actions that
Then an easy check on the generators shows that (a s , t, r) → (a s , tr −1 , r) Similarly, the left quadrilateral commutes by functoriality of V (B): the homomorphism
Finally, the bottom quadrilateral in (5.2) commutes by a routine computation on the generators.
The twisted dual square
In this section we introduce a twist into Theorem 4.1, just as in the preceding section we threw a twist into Theorem 3.1; unsurprisingly, the development will closely parallel that of Section 5.
Let (B, G, α) be a discrete action which is twisted over a normal subgroup N in the sense of [5] . Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.4 together give a commutative rectangle
As in the preceding section, in order to form a suitable quotient diagram we need to replace the lower left corner by an induced algebra. The dual coactionα of G/N on the twisted crossed product B × α,N G induces to a coaction Indα of G on the induced algebra Ind(B × α,N G), and we have an Ind(B × α,N G)
extends to an isomorphism B × α G ∼ = Ind(B × α,N G) which is equivariant for the coactionŝ α and Ind α of G. Turning this around and integrating up, we get an isomorphism
Theorem 6.1. If (B, G, α) is a discrete action which is twisted over N , the diagram
Proof. The desired diagram is the inner rectangle of the diagram 
It follows from [3, Remark 3.3] that the map 
at the bottom arrow of (6.3) so that the bottom triangle commutes. On the generators, this isomorphism is given by
Thus the outer rectangle in the diagram (6.2) commutes. We noticed in Section 2 that the top quadrilateral in (6.2) commutes. X(A) is functorial in A, so the homomorphism q| : B × α| N → B yields an imprimitivity bimodule homomorphism X(q|) : X(B × α| N ) → X(B) with the desired coefficient homomorphisms, so the right quadrilateral commutes.
Similarly, the left quadrilateral commutes because by functoriality of U (A) the homomorphism q : B × α G → B × α,N G yields an imprimitivity bimodule homomorphism U (q) : U (B × α G) → U (B × α,N G) with the desired coefficient homomorphisms.
Finally, the bottom quadrilateral in (6.2) commutes by a routine computation on the generators.
Ng's Bimodule
We now return to the comparison between Ng's bimodule and Mansfield's, beginning with maximal coactions and full crossed products. In this context, by "Ng's bimodule" we mean the bimodule gotten from the lower three sides of Diagram (7.1); the map Θ will be defined in the proof of Theorem 7.1 by a construction parallel to Ng's. If (A, G, δ) is a maximal coaction of a discrete group G and N is a normal subgroup of G, then Ng's bimodule is isomorphic to Mansfield's; that is, the diagram
Proof. The desired diagram is the outer rectangle of
The upper left triangle commutes by Theorem 3.1, so we must show the lower right triangle commutes. We construct the isomorphism Θ as a composition
Here, ǫ 2 is the coaction
It follows from [13, Lemma 1.16 (b)] (see also [15] ) that there is an isomorphism Θ 3 of
Perpetuating our perverse numbering scheme, we use ǫ 2 to define the coaction N ) ) determined by the bounded function U (s) = sN from G to C * (G/N ). It is easy to see that U is an ǫ 1 -cocycle (more precisely, the obvious analogue for full coactions of the more usual cocycles for reduced coactions-see [9] 
where Π i is the regular representation of (A ⊗ K) 
where λ and ρ are the left and right regular representations of G and χ t denotes the characteristic function of the singleton {t}. (Φ is the isomorphism of Katayama's duality theorem [8, Theorem 8] , but for maximal coactions rather than reduced ones.) The arguments of [8] , adapted to our context, show that Φ is equivariant for the coactionsδ and ǫ 1 of G/N ; we define Θ 1 = Φ × G/N to be the corresponding isomorphism of the crossed products.
Careful study of the isomorphisms Θ 1 , Θ 2 , and Θ 3 now shows that the composition Θ :
Using this, straightforward calculations show that there is an
defined on the generators by Υ(a s , t, rN ) = (a s , rN ) ⊗ χ st .
Remark 7.2. Taking N = G in Theorem 7.1 shows that Katayama's bimodule (by which we mean the bottom and right-hand sides of that rectangle, taken together) is isomorphic to Mansfield's in this special case. This justifies the idea that Mansfield's theorem "reduces to Katayama's" when N = G, a fact which is well-known to the cognoscenti, but to our knowledge has not explicitly appeared in the literature.
To complete the connection with Ng's theorem, we need to pass to reduced coactions and amenable subgroups in Diagram 7.1. Here we use Y (A, δ) to denote the A× δ G×δ | N -A× δ| G/N imprimitivity bimodule provided by the original form of Mansfield's Imprimitivity Theorem [10, Theorem 27] . The isomorphism Θ r : A × δ G ×δ G ×δ Proof. Since G is discrete, the coaction δ is automatically nondegenerate, so by [13, Theorem 4.7] there is a unique full coaction δ f of G on A whose reduction coincides with δ, and then [13 It is now clear from the constructions that the identity map on the ordered pairs {(a s , t) : s, t ∈ G} extends to an isomorphism
of the Mansfield imprimitivity bimodule Y (A m ) used in the present paper onto the version of the Mansfield bimodule associated to the normal coaction δ f in [6] . Thus the diagram
